
Notes

Nomenclature of Haemoglobins
The Tenth International Congress of Haemato-

logy, Stockholm, 1964, included in its programme a
session on nomenclature of abnormal haemoglobins,
when the recommendations made at informal
meetings of interested workers in the field during
the previous congresses of the International Society
of Haematology in Tokyo, 1960, and Mexico City,
1962, were considered. The following recommenda-
tions were accepted unanimously:

1. Analysis of the amino-acid sequence of the
globin molecule has now led to a precise chemical
nomenclature elaborated by the Hemoglobin Struc-
ture Workshop, Boston, December 1960.a This
nomenclature is recommended to members of the
International Society of Haematology, with the
exception that the names of the polypeptide chains
of normal human haemoglobin should be a, f, y,
and 8, and not aA, PA, yF, and SA2. However, in
order to clarify a particular situation, such as a
hybridization experiment, the superscripts may be
used.

2. The letters A-Q (except B) and S are re-
cognized as naming the haemoglobins to which
they were allotted. For the time being the remaining
letters of the alphabet should not be used for describ-
ing new haemoglobins, which should now be named
after localities. It should be left to the individual
workers to choose the most meaningful name from
the origin of the propositus, or the laboratory,
hospital, town, or district where the haemoglobin
was found. In the future the name of a locality
should not be used twice-e.g., Hb Hopkins-I and
Hopkins-2.

3. If an unknown haemoglobin is examined by
all appropriate methods and found to be identical
to one previously described it should be identified
by the already established capital letter or name.
Every effort should be made to compare a newly
found haemoglobin with those previously described
before assigning a new name. If subsequently two
haemoglobins are found to be identical, only the
name given in the first description should be re-
tained.

4. Some letters describe a group of haemoglobins
with identical electrophoretic properties. If the ab-

a Gerald, P. S. & Ingram, V. N. (1961) J. biol. Chem.
236, 2155.

normal polypeptide chain has been identified this may
be indicated-e.g., Hb D a, Hb D,B; Hb G a, Hb GP.
If required for identification the origin should also
be noted-e.g., Hb G a Philadelphia, Hb G a Nor-
folk, Hb G Pi San Jose, Hb G ,B Accra. Subscripts-
e.g., Hb D P Los Angeles-are no longer used.

5. The nomenclature of the haemoglobins M
should be the same as that for other haemoglobins
designated by capital letters-e.g., Hb M a Boston,
Hb M ,B Saskatoon.

6. The nomenclature for abnormal haemoglobins
A2 and F respectively should be similar to that
for the haemoglobin A variants. The capital should
be followed by a description of the aberrant chain-
e.g., Hb A2 8 Flatbush, Hb A2 a I, Hb A2 a M Iwate,
Hb A2 a G Philadelphia, Hb A2 a G Norfolk,
Hb A2 a Beilinson; Hb F y Roma, Hb F a I, Hb F
a M Iwate, Hb F a G Philadelphia, Hb F a Norfolk,
Hb F a Beilinson.

7. The hybrid haemoglobins formed by abnormal
a2 und fl2 subunits should be designated by the names
of the abnormal haemoglobins with which they
share their abnormality-e.g., Hb a2 92 = Hb
I/C.

8. The expression P4 for haemoglobin H and
y4 for haemoglobin Bart's may be used when they
are felt to be appropriate.

9. The terms a- and /-thalassaemia may be used
when they are felt to be appropriate.

10. The familial condition in which foetal haemo-
globin persists into adult age without anaemia and
without abnormal red cell morphology is for the
present named "hereditary persistence of high
foetal haemoglobin ".

11. Two decisions were left for consideration of
the XIth Congress of the International Society of
Haematology to be held at Sidney, Australia, in
1966: (1) the description of Hb A2 (or B2) at pre-
sent does not fit the recommended nomenclature
for haemoglobins A2 (this could be left as an excep-
tion or may be changed to Hb A2 8', or a place
name could be introduced); (2) evidence is accumul-
ating for a fifth polypeptide chain, E, possibly
forming an embryonic haemoglobin a2 E2. (One
name suggested for this haemoglobin was Hb U
[uterus]).
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Transliteration
from Cyrillic characters

The "International System for the Trans-
literation of Cyrillic Characters ", set out in
Recommendation ISO/R9-1954 (E) of the Inter-
national Organization for Standardization, is
normally used in the Bulletin of the World Health
Organization for personal names, titles of publi-
cations, etc. However, papers accepted for
publication may contain names transliterated
differently, and if the original Cyrillic spelling is
not recognizable inconsistencies may occur.

For convenience the transliteration from
Russian according to ISO/R9 is given below:

Translitteration
des Caracteres cyrilliques

Le (( Systeme international pour la translitte-
ration des caracteres cyrilliques > presente dans
la Recommandation ISO/R9-1954 (F) de l'Orga-
nisation internationale de Normalisation est
generalement utilise dans le Bulletin de l'Organi-
sation mondiale de la Sante pour les noms de
personnes, les titres de publications, etc. Cepen-
dant des articles acceptes pour publication
peuvent contenir des noms translitteres diffe-
remment et si l'orthographe cyrillique originale
n'est pas reconnaissable un manque d'unifor-
mite peut s'ensuivre.
A toutes fins utiles, la translitteration du russe

selon la recommandation ISO/R9 est indiquee
ci-apres:

Trans- Trans-
Cyilc literation Cyilc literation

character R srom Examples and remarks character fruiman Examples and remarks
Caractere Trauian Exemples et observations Caractire Trans- Exempleb et observations
cyrillique iTtranion cyrillique iTtratnon

du russe du russe

A, a a Agpec = Adres Y, y u .YTpo = Utro

B, 6 b Sa6a = Baba 0I, 4 f (DH3HKa = Fizika

B, B v Bbi = Vy X, x h XHMHqeCKHRi = HimiCeskij

r, r g rnaBa = Glava Lu, n c LIeHTpanbHbIi = Central'nyj
ronoBa = Golova MP q 6 a = Casy

d )la = Da LU, iu § lWRona = Skola
E, e(e)1 e (e) E ie = Es LL, u I eKa = keka
)1(, K z {ypHaJI = Zurnal (medial, or" In modern Russian, where

3, 3 z 3Be3xra = Zvezda m6dial) #ou" sometimes replaces medial b,
transliteration is still ".

I'I, H i -H= Ili 'b, b En russe moderne, oui le ' rem-

Pl,ip -MAI -H, -orl -j-i,Ojplace quelquefois le 'b m6dial, laJ1, u t -b", zDi -0"= Y, -, -o ||[translitteration reste .

K, K k l{aK - Kak (final) (Not
trans-JI, n 1 J106HTb = Ljubit' literated.

M,PM m Mym = Muz Non trans-
H, H n HH>RHUH1 = Niznij litt6r6.)
O, 0 0 06iecTBo = Ob§6estvo bl, bi- y Ebl1 = Byl
n, n p flepbli = Pervyj b, b 'or' 'oul MaiieHbKHiI = Malen'kij
P, P r Pbi6a =Ryba 3,3 e 3To = Eto
C, c s CecTpa = Sestra 10, io ju lO(HbMlA = Juznyj

T, T t ToBapHuA = Tovarisc Sl, sq ja SIu0o = Jajco

Cyrillic e to be transliterated by e only when the diacritical appears in the original. Le e cyrillique ne doit 6tre translitt6r6
par e que lorsque la diacritique apparatt dans l'original.


